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MAYA, THE EXTENSIBLE AND
MULTIPURPOSE TABLE
The extendable console tables of the MAYA series
can be used in the most varied situations and
easily moved where needed. Their versatility
makes it unnecessary to have more tables at
home as often happens instead. The extension
panels they are equipped with can be used
individually to compose the table of the desired
length, from 4 up to 16 seats, always conveniently
stored in the multi-function cabinet on wheels
integrated in the table and protected from
scratches and dust. The closed record depth of
only 38 cm (15") of the MAYA 95XL table makes
it suitable for any space in the home, without
giving up its 12 comfortable seats at full aperture.
The MAYA 110XL with his 110cm width (43,30”)
and double seat at head of the table allows
you to have the maximum space on the table.
The combined use of solid wood and 'Made in
Germany' steel rails guarantees the product's
value and solidity.

INTEGRATED MULTIFUNCTIONAL
STORAGE CABINET
Storing the extension panels of a table in the
closet is certainly an inconvenience, a problem
common to all extendable tables that can be
closed as a console. ARREDO CREATIVO is the
only company that has brilliantly solved the issue,
designing and patenting a functional and elegant
cabinet to keep all the table extension panels
within easy reach, elegantly integrated inside the
closed table. Perfectly protected from shocks and
dust, the extension panels can therefore be used
quickly to obtain the desired extension of the
table. All the cabinets are equipped with special
rubber wheels to protect the most delicate floors
and can also be used separately from the table, or
as independent furnishing accessories (TV stand,
hifi, table service unit, etc.). ARREDO CREATIVO
has always been synonymous with extensible
console tables and smart space-saving furniture.
By choosing a MAYA table you will have a product
with unique features and 100% Made in Italy.
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MAYA extendable tables always
integrate the elegant independent
multi-function cabinet on wheels that
contains all the extension panels

With only one extension panel opened, MAYA can be used as a normal
4-seater table for daily use

Insert two additional legs to give maximum stability
to the table
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